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1. Simulation Background

2. Simulation Exercise Tasking





Simulation Background
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1. Overview and Basic Facts

2. Introduction: Genesis of  Crisis and Current Status

3. Security Architecture and Governance

4. Security Challenges:

 Internal Challenges

 External Challenges

5. Security Sector Opportunities 

6. Peace Agreement and Security Sector Transformation   



Simulation Exercise Tasking
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1. Introduction

2. Key Assumptions

3. The Task



Key Assumptions
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• The 2018 Revitalized Peace Agreement is been fully

implemented.

• Transitional Government of National Unity is established

and operational.

• The Strategic Defense and Security Review Board

(SDSRB) has been formed.



Key Assumptions
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• There is political will among signatories of the

2018 Peace Agreement to implement it fully.

• The reconciliation process provided in the 2018

Agreement is underway and being implemented.

• The transitional justice mechanisms provided in

the 2018 Peace Agreement are been

implemented.



The Task (All Groups)
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In accordance with the 2018 Peace Agreement, the SDSRB will provide a roadmap for 

Security Sector Transformation in South Sudan. The process, to be completed in several 

stages, will begin with a comprehensive assessment of  South Sudan’s military and non-

military security challenges. Your task is as follows:

Tasking A: Current and Emerging Security Challenges

Conduct a multidimensional analysis of current and emerging security challenges in

South Sudan. These will include state and non-state actors, along with economic,

political, social, environmental, food, and other challenges. [Approximately 2 minutes

of your final briefing]

Tasking B: National Security Goals

Identify and prioritize national security goals for South Sudan. Consider goal

prerequisites, timeframe, desirability, feasibility, appropriateness, and sustainability.

[Approximately 2 minutes of your final briefing]



The Task (Separate Group Task)
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Tasking C: Separate Group Tasks 

After analyzing the security challenges, and identifying and prioritizing national

security goals, each of the four groups is assigned one of the following tasks:

[Approximately 4 minutes of your final briefing].

Group 1: Inclusion and Consultation

Propose strategies to ensure the inclusion of all stakeholders and design/implement

an effective consultative process during the development and implementation of

national security strategy.

Group 2: Interagency Coordination

Propose strategies to assign roles and responsibilities to security sector actors and to

enhance inter-agency collaboration/coordination within the security sector

establishment during the development and implementation of national security

strategy.



The Task (Separate Group Task)
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Tasking C: Separate Group Topics 

After identifying the security challenges, and identifying and prioritizing national

security goals, each of the four groups is assigned one of the following tasks:

[Approximately 4 minutes of your final briefing].

Group 3: Resources for National Security Strategy

Propose strategies to allocate, align, and mobilize resources for the implementation

of national security strategy and effective management of security resources

including leveraging security assistance

Group 4: Oversight Mechanisms and Institutions

Propose strategies to enhance the role of civilian oversight institutions in security

sector and improve transparency and good governance in security sector during the

development and implementation of national security strategy.



Presentation of  South Sudan’s National Security Strategy
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Brief  Back Presentation 

The security challenges, security goals, and proposals outlined 

by each group will form the basis for South Sudan’s National 

Security Strategy. Each group will present its proposed strategy 

to the National Security Council [Approximately 8 

minutes as detailed in the tasking].


